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ABSTRACT 
Toward the Design of a 
Distributed Data Base System 
Jan Gary Kroc 
Supervisor: Dr. John Krobock 
The investigation of alternative distributed 
data base system (DDBS) structures i3 reported.  Based 
on this investigation, preliminary considerations 
for information system and user management to design 
a DDBS are defined.  The considerations defined are 
general in nature, -however, no claim is mad-e • to their 
applicability to meet all industrial requirements. 
Two classes of Distributed Data Bases; homo- 
geneous DDBS's and heterogeneous DDBS'3 are defined. 
The homogeneous DDBS was selected as the class which 
could have a design methodology specified without 
becoming involved in specific vendors and industrial 
hardware, software, and business structure. 
Three structural types of Distributed Data 
Bases are described.  These include: Partitioned Data 
Bases; Replicated Data Bases; and Hybrid Data Bases. 
Because of the wide variety of usage  patterns that can 
be associated with the three structures defined, two 
methods of partitioning and replication are identified; 
i.e. Horizontal partitioning and/or replication and 
Vertical partitioning and/or replication.  Possible 
implementation circumstances are described. 
The design methods used for centralized Data Base 
Management Systems were determined to be partially 
applicable to the Distributed Data Ba3e System case. 
Realignment and addition to the ANSI/SPARC three schema 
approach are reported. 
A qualitative and quantitative approach to begin 
addressing the questions of how to design distributed 
Data Base applications is reported.  High level ex- 
amples of both the qualitative and quantitative 
approaches are provided. 
1.0 Introduction 
In the rust several years,there has been a 
significantly strong movement In commercial computing 
toward the iistr Unit Ion and/or decentralization of data 
processing.[Zypser 7H; Knslow 7rt; Scherr 79). At this 
time, there is virtually no large corporation in which the 
1atJ processing capacity Is focused In a single computer 
system. [Scherr 7HJ. flddirlonally,there are few 
corporations that operaf in only one oeogranhic location. 
There are several underlying developments that have 
aided the move to distributed processing. This move Is 
one of several possible today in large part because of the 
reduction of the costs of computer hardware. fCypser 7fl; 
Hartin 76], In the past, economies of scale have been 
sufficient to Justify one large data processing center to 
perform most services. 
Technical developments havp also had a tnaior 
influence on the practicality of distributed data 
orocesslnj. -lajor technological changes In the areas of 
networking and communications have made it possible to 
have many new capabilities. ICyoser 7R;  Martin 761. 
Given the fact that distributed data Drocessinj is 
an arei of buneoriino interest and development, it Is 
interestinj to note that there is another development in 
tne are* of th«» distributed concept. This development is 
the marriage of the concepts of distributed data 
orocessin7 *lth the concents of data base management 
systens.(Kdelbery 7S, Pothnie HO, Severlno 771. 
Dlstriouted data base management systems are the 
converainT points of apparently contrasting areas; 
networking and data bases which are representative o£ 
distribution and integration respectively. The concept of 
iata base mana7ement systems evolved to meet the needs of 
integration In larqe centralized systems. Distributed 
processing has evolved from the need to have processing 
pocsr and data available to remote locations. Elenefits 
associated *ltn each are beina sniuht in today's systems 
and A'ill be required in the systems beina planned for the 
future. 
Interest in the development of distributed data base 
systems is beini stimulated by two major trends in 
commercial computlna.  These are: 
1) An ever Increasing dependence on readily 
accessible and reliable information . 
(Buctianan   HO] 
?) An increasing use of data communications 
that make computer applications more 
convenient and feasible geographically. 
Therefore, they are more effective and 
efficient to the organizations they serve, 
rcypser 7H) 
The major reasons for these trends are undoubtedly 
economic In nature. Contention for hardware are software 
development are also key reasons for this trend. 
Availability of accurate and up-to-date•Information for 
all levels of in organization has in many cases assumed 
critical importance. Moreover,the Information resource 
represents a tremendous financial investment In terms of 
oersonnel, hardware, software, etc. Because of this 
situation, considerable interest has developed in the 
discipline of data base management systems, particularly 
In an on-line environment. nata base management systems 
have become a *ay of enhancing both the availability and 
consistency of data within an organization. 
AlonJ •♦ith the trend toward utilizing the benefits 
orovlded ny a 0»MS, trie economies of scale associated with 
havina a centrally located computer connected to remote 
users via coTinunlcations lines have slowly disappeared due 
to decreases in hardware costs. Slnultaneousiy, 
cowTunications costs have decreased, but, the drop in 
communications costs are occurring at a far slower rate as 
comotred to the decline in hardware costs. This 
relationship is Illustrated in Kliure 1.1.  CCypser 7H] 
Dollars 
60 
^nutTc 
65 70 75 Year 
Figure   1.1 
Relative  Cost   Decline 
C!ypser   7R,   pg.   37] 
The dispersion of computing po*er has been the 
logical consequence of this non-symmetric relationship 
netween computing costs and communications costs. 
1 .1 Relevance 
Against  the   above   described   bacfcnround, the 
potential  benefits of a svstern in which parts of the data 
oase are distributed to the sites  which  most  frequently 
use   then   have  become  both  more  apparent  and more 
attainaole.  These  possible  benefits  and  some  of the 
possible  proole-ns  associated  with distributed data base 
systems rfiil r>e described in the following sections. 
l.l.l Why distribute the data base? 
Sone of the benefits associated with a distributed 
data base might include combinations of or all of the 
following :  (Sdeiberg 7H, Rothnle 80, Severlno 77] 
1) Reduction of total data processing costs due to 
a reduction in communications needed. 
2) Faster acccess to locally held data via the 
elimination of the need to transmit access 
requests to a central site. 
3) Foster response to local needs or orioritles In 
accesslh-j  the data base(s). 
4) Improved data security due to local control. 
5) Improved reliability In the overall system due to 
distribution. This Is true In the sense that no 
failure of a slnnle processor can stop the entire 
system. Mote: This is not true if there is 
a -naster/s lave relationship. 
6) Improved control of the data processinq function. 
7) Improved ability to extend the data base as 
required without radical restructurinn of an 
existing system because of the Increased 
Tiodularlty of the distributed systems. 
1.1.2 Distributed processinq vs.  Distributed data bases 
The term distributed data processinq has become one 
of the nost frequently used terms in the field of 
Information systems. it is also one of the most 
misunderstood concepts as well. At least four physical 
components of a system can be distributed:tFnslow 78) 
8 
1) Hardware or processing logic 
2) Data 
3) The processing itself 
■>) Control; such as the operating system 
It is not merely the physical distribution of sone 
of the components of a system that makes a distributed 
syste.n, hut also the fact that the components of the 
system interact. Graphically this general situation can 
oe depicted as follows in Figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2 
Distributed System Interaction 
In general, the situation is one in which a user can 
access data in a remote computer system. Figure 1.3 is an 
exa dole. 
User. 
F'i'jure 1.3 
User Data Access 
The ter-n distributed data hase is sometimes used to 
reter to trie .iistr ihuted data processing situation, 
noxever, its use generally implies something more. A 
distributed data oase can have the same tooologlcal setup 
as depicted In Figure 1.2. However, the distinction lies 
in the fact that In a distributed data base environment 
there are dat-J relationships between the dispersed 
elements *hich are important to the users. Moreover, the 
desire Is to structure the system as if the data resided 
on a slmle Tiachlne; le. hide the distribution from the 
users and the application programmers. Graphically, the 
situation  of  the  dispersed  data  relationships  can be 
10 
sum.marlzed as shown in Fiaure 1.4. 
User 
• data. 
data ^ B 
data 
C 
Ki jure 1.4 
Dispersed Pata Relationshios 
1.1.3 The distributed data base environment 
Tne relation-ship that exists between  the  dispersed 
data  elements  is  the  key  distinction that separates a 
simple distributed system (D[)PS) from  that  of  the  more 
complex  distributed  data base system (nnns).  The former 
(OhpS) can and should interact with  other  nodes  In  the 
system, 'however,  each portion of the system Is separated 
into specialized functional units.  In a distributed  data 
osse  systen,  there  is  a  part1tloninq of the data base 
tfhicn  can  vary  according  to  the  desired  degree   of 
distribution  .  In order of increasing distribution, this 
nay oe:  CEnslow 7R] 
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1) A partitioned data base that consists of the data 
nost frequently utilized by a particular node is 
Kept at that node *ith copies as reauired at 
other nodes. In addition, a complete copy of 
all files is Kept at a master node. Hnder 
this jrranqe^ent, any transactions causing 
an exeception condition at a local node is 
transferred and processed by the master node. 
This arrangement Is frequently refered to 
as a Vertical distribution mouel.TScherr 7G] 
This is illustrated in Fiiure 1.5. 
Finure 1.5 
Vertical Distribution •'odei 
2) A partitioned data base  consisting of  data 
most frequently utilized oy a particular node Is 
12 
retainer) at that processlm node, however, no 
duplicated files are kept at a master node. The 
master node would still exist but only have a 
conplete directory for rontim of  transactions 
th^t are the cause of local execentions. This 
arnrnpccnt is frequently referred to as a 
horizontal distribution Tiodel. TScherr 7R] . 
This is illustrated in Figure 1.6 . 
F11ur e 1.6 
Horizontal Distribution "-'odei 
3) A partitioned data base *ith no master node, 
files or directory.  There is no slnnle 
source of information concerning the location of 
a specific collection of data. This is what 
rfoul 1 oe considered a heterogeneous data base 
13 
model, tn the other cases,  the data 
base model would be considered homogeneous, 
This Is illustrated In Figure t.7 . 
Flqure 1.7 
Heterogeneous Distribution ^lodel 
1.2 Contribution 
Numerous Droblems are Inherent in the creation o£ 
iny form of a distributed data base system. The potential 
Denefits of distributed data bases cannot be obtained 
without considerable efforts. because of the size, and 
more importantly, the potential for Interaction amonn the 
nodes within the system, the design of a distributed data 
oase system poses many problems. 
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1.2.1 The scope and content of the data base 
The first Issue encountered 1 n the design of anv 
data base msn.i3cnent system is ho* to define the scone and 
content of the data base. The ultimate oblectlve of any 
data base Is to make applications development 
easier ,cheaper , faster and more flexible. [Martin (b) lh; 
iriiian 90], This oblectlve also applies to the distributed 
case. 
In order to attain these goals, the data base must 
oe defined in ways so that It represents the inherent 
structure of the data. This is accomplished by deriving 
logical data structures which represent the associations 
Inherent In the data; le. the true properties of the 
data. When the d*ta base is structured in this fashion, 
an organization's Information system becomes more than 
simply a labor saving device that supports the activities 
of people in one or more departments. In fact, It becomes 
a device that can help control, Plan and coordinate. It 
should be designed to fit an organization's formal 
structure and facilitate the achievement of Its business 
Toals.[Buchanan HO], 
15 
The case of defining the scooe and content is a 
further extension of the genera] central data base system. 
The definition of the scone and content of the distributed 
data base model is a problem in that it is an attempt to 
represent in its structure the data structure of the 
organization th^t it is to serve. This involves , in many 
cases, overlaps and a reasonably high chance of change 
oecause organizations are dynamic . It is this interface 
«rith the future that is the most difficult and important 
aspect of the distributed data base model. The desire is 
to have both physical and logical data independence. 
[Martin 771. 
a) Physical data independence: "hen changes are made 
to tne physical oroanization of the data or to the 
hardware, the channes should be reflected In the 
DBMS software, but, should leave the applications 
programs untouched, 
o) [logical data independence: must be possible to add 
new fields to a record without havlno to rewrite 
any application proorams that use tMat record. 
1.2.2 Data Distribution 
16 
The location of the files and the question of what 
data are stored where will be determined laraely bv the 
balance of the costs between data storaqp and data 
transmission. Application proqrams frequently require 
data from two or nore sources within the data base. 
Conversely, a single source or portion of a data base 
frequently supples data to two or more application 
programs.[BaKer qo]. Due to these lnterdeoendencies, the 
probability is hiqh that proirams in one amup will 
require data located In another qroup. Clearly, this is 
not a simple question and is inteqral to the effective and 
efficient desiqn of a distributed data base model. 
1.2.3   Duplication in the Data Kase 
The inclusion of redundant data or copies can 
improve the overall reliability of a system because a 
damaged or unavailable piece of data can be retrieved from 
an alternate source. (Eckhouse 78). Throuqh this 
increased availability of data, a failure can be avoided. 
Retreival performance can also be Improved because a local 
(close) copy can be retrieved rather than a remote copy. 
17 
Along with these potential advantage* there Is* 
however, the problem of update performance. Update 
performance can be deoraded when several copies must be 
conslstantly updated. Consistency control is far more 
difficult with redundant data. 
1.2.4  The Concurrent Access Problem 
The main operational problems in a distributed data 
base system result from the fact that data is a shared 
resource. Concurrency control is a major problem that 
results froi) this fact. In any large on-line system, it 
is necessary to be aMe to access the same data base 
Dartltlon from multiple concurrently executing procedures. 
Along with this, there is also the need to prevent these 
concurrent users from interfering with one another or at 
least the interference must be controlled to an acceptable 
level.  [Ries 79). 
Concurrent access control can be accomplished by 
means of the locking of data base elements such as 
records, pages, areas, sets, fields, etc.. This locking 
can delay other procedures that require access to the same 
element but does prevent the damage caused by conflicting 
18 
use of the data base. These del-ays can he quite lona if 
an update procedure must accomplish modifications at 
several locations. In aenerai, locks are used to ensure 
other procedures will not access certain elements until 
tne updating Is Completed.  [Potier 80J. 
Whenever concurrent access to multiple resources Is 
allowed, the possibility of a deadlock situation exists. 
The deadlock or deadly embrace is a complex case of delay 
caused by the situation in which a procedure has one 
element locked and wishes to lock a second, while another 
procedure has the second element locked and needs the 
element locked oy the first procedure. As can be seen, 
each procedure can wait for the other to release its lock 
indefinitely unless resolved by the system software. 
The major point with respect to the problem of 
concurrent access is that it is an issue that must be 
dealt *lth at the desian level. This will ensure that 
available software can be utilized to support the 
Inte-jrity and control needed in a distributed data base 
environnent. 
1.2.5 Privacy and Security 
19 
Access to data held in one location by a  user  from 
another location can require durlic^ted security^checkinn. 
In addition, t ransmisslon of data hetwen sites Incurs the 
risk of Interception. 
In the traditional centralized approach with only 
local batch Input and output, simple methods can he used 
to provide security . An example is locklna the door to 
the computer area. In the distributed environment, the 
situation t>t access control Is far more complicated 
oecause of the physical data dispersion and the difficulty 
In decidlm *'here to locate r.he control mechanisms. If 
access control is distributed to evrry node. 
Implementation can become quite expensive. Yet, if a 
centralized access control mechanise Is used, performance 
can be.heavily penalized (Date 79J. 
Jn a data base environment, security and privacy are 
also proolems. The data base can be used by many 
different users with different security requirements. 
Vhey can hive access to a common oool of data with varlnq 
decjrees of sensltl vi ty. [Woods 80}. 
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The combination of both the <11strlbuted environment 
and the data base environment creates a complicated and 
delicate situation. This must he considered from many 
anjles by the designers of a distributed data base system. 
1.3 Tvervlew of the thesis 
The potential benefits of a distributed data base 
system are very desirable. Listed belov are some of the 
claims made for the case of distributed processlnq. In 
aeneral, they can also be applied to the distributed data 
oase case .[Enslo* 7flI 
1) High systems performance 
2) Past response times 
3) Hirjh throughput 
4) Hicih availability of the system 
5) High reliability of the system 
6) Reduced  communications costs 
7) Graceful dearadation (le. if one portllon of the 
system is down, the entire system is not 
crippled). 
8) FJase of modular, Incremental irovth and 
configuration flexibility 
21 
9) Resource sharing 
10) Automatic load sharing (balancing) 
11) High adaptability to changes in work loads 
12) Easy expansion in both capacity and function 
13) Easy adaptation to new functions 
14) Good-response to temporary overloads 
Contrasted with these Potential benefits are many 
problems. These were briefly discussed in section 1.2 
The proolems illustrated are intimately Intertwined. This 
is true because a solution cjenerated for one can have 
-Treat Implication for the others. For example; the 
method used to provide security will be effected by how 
the data are distributed among the sites. This In turn 
♦ill have an affect on the question of how to control 
concurrent accesses and ho* to guarantee integrity. 
1.3.1 Types of problems to be solved 
There are many technical problems In a distributed 
data base system. These relate to the lack of common 
networking and data standards.IPouzln 7«, Green 79, 
Zimmerman 80). without such standards, transfer of data 
ts a malor proolem.  Considerable work: is  being  done  by 
22 
stan-iards  arouns  such  as;  CCTTT, isn;  to rectify this 
and other networking and communications problems. 
Tn addition to these technical problems, there are 
operational issues that need to be sol ve i. [Germano 801. 
These incl'ude the development of software to deal 
completely with problems such as resolution of concurrent 
access, syncronization, and security/privacy problems. 
These areas are being researched oy many lane commerlcal 
organizations and research grouos. Although no malor 
vendor to date has heen able to provide a comprehensive 
and acceptable software package to deal with the 
distributed data base envl ronment, some smaller software 
houses are be^inninng to develop systems to deal with 
small distributed data base situations. Examples include, 
Appplled 'Mta Research ,Clncom Systems, rtrltton Lee and 
Computer Corporation of America . 
Tt\e   last nalor area of concern Is that of the design 
of the distributed data bases.  TLorin 81J.  The design of 
distributed  data  bases  as  yet  lacks  a  coherent  and 
effective   methodology.    Two  possible  cases  must  be 
examined when dealing with the toolc of a  methodology  to 
design  a distributed data base.  First is the case of the 
heterogeneous systems of several linked pre-existing  data 
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oases. For this particular case, it is unlikely that a 
nerhoriol oiy can he prescribeH due to the variations 
possible ationT such systems. As an example: the case of 
cross Interfacing between a Codasyl data base and an IMS 
data base could prove so difficult is to negate any 
possible oenefits attainable by an/ information and/or 
processing exchange. The second case is that of the 
ho.TioTeneous distributed data base In which a sinale data 
nase Is distributed amom several sites. Rlnler 79], 
For this second case, a coherent methodology could be 
developed. 
1.4 Plan of tne thesis 
The combination of the concents of distributed data 
processing and data base manacre.npnt systems can offer 
Treat oenefits to the field of information systems, 
however, tnis marriane is not easily accomplished. 
Proolens exist in tprtns of technology, operations, 
nand iempnt and design. Conversely, benefits such as 
reduced connunication costs , jreater overall system 
realiollity,   and  more  control  of  locally held  data 
24 
resources, are attainable. It will be an evolutionary 
Drocess in which the problems of distributed data base 
Tian.iTeTient system will be resolved in order that benefits 
of such systems ,iiay be enjoyed. 
The oDjectlve of this thesis is to develop a means 
ny *nich information systems and user manaaeTent can beain 
to investigate the potentials of distributed data base 
systems. In order to accomplish this , a number of qoals 
must be attained. First, it win ne necessary to define 
what is meant by distributed data bases. Second, once 
OOBS's are defined , various approaches will be 
illustrated. Third, the impact that desirjn methodolooies 
for a centralized DhMS's can have on the desion of a DPRS 
</lll be examined. In total, the methodoloqy developed 
should allo* Information systems management to have: 
1) A functional idea of what a DOHS 
A 
ti 
is md is not. 
2) A functional knowledqe of various 
options and available alternatives. 
3) A means by which DHMS desian methods 
can be applied to the case of a 
DOBS. 
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\)   A general metnod by which 
* desian of a 1>0HS could be 
started. 
The exolict definitions and models to be used in the 
development of this methodology will be defined in Chapter 
i'Ko, In Chapters Three and Four, system possibilities and 
potential approaches will be discussed. The purposes of 
the development of the methodoloqy will be to delineate 
rfhat trust he considered and to define what possible 
alternative p^ths may be followed. The fifth and final 
chapter will oe a summarization of the research effort and 
recommendations. 
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2.0 introduction 
In many ne«lv developing technoloalcal areas, 
understanding Is hampered, to some dearee, by Imprecise 
ter Til noloiy. The entire concept of distributed processina 
has been plagued by a wide assortment of nebulous 
definitions, nany of which are at odds with each other 
rtnslo*- 7RJ. in the area of distributed data bases, the 
same situation exists. A wide variety of systems, real 
and conceptual,have been classified under the title of 
dlstrlDute.1 data base systems (ORBS). Researchers and 
scholars addressing particular aspects of ODBS hav* often 
proceeded on premises that are quite different than those 
adonted by others working in the same field [White 79]. 
In Chapter One, an overview of the reasons for 
developing a ODBS's were qiven. The overview included the 
descriptions of the motivating factors that are leading to 
tne design and eventual usage of DDBS's. In addition, 
Important tecnnlcal and operational problems associated 
vim a DDKS were described. This overview was intended to 
give the reader an understanding of the framework within 
*nlch further investigation into the design of distributed 
data base systems can take place. 
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Trie ioal of this, the second chapter, will be to 
describe in detail what a DDB.s is ftv definition. Further, 
the oossible structures of a onus will he illustrated. 
rne eXDlicit definitions and "nodels described in this 
chanter *ill he the basis unon *hich a desian methodology 
vill be developed. The actual desian issues will he 
presented In subsequent chapters. 
2.1 Definitions 
M   the nlThest  level,  three  basic  categories  of 
systems can be Identified [Chamoine 77). 
1) Centralized -all processing and storage 
located in a slnnle geographic location. 
This type of system can also have terminals 
attiched at a remote location to give the 
central system Input or accept outDUt. 
'Jo processing is done at a remote site. 
2) fJecentral ized - a system  composed 
of independent computers located in 
different geographic areas. These separate 
computers do not have the ability to 
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co n-nunicate. 
3) Distribute -a computer system that is 
co-noosed of two or more computers located 
In differing geographic areas which COTITI- 
unlcate and Process aoollcatlon software 
coooeratively. 
Schematically these basl 
c categories of systems  are 
illustrated in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 . 
h *f.'er~ ere] 
ZZ\ *   ~?rnnral 
figure ?.t 
^entallzed System 
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Western Division 
Midwestern  division 
Eastern Division 
Figure 2.2 
Decentralized System 
Western Division 
Midwestern division 
Eastern Division 
flaure   2.3 
Dlstriuuted   System 
tttooth   81,   pg.155] 
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A distributed system, as sho*n in Figure 2.3, Is 
composed of a n'JT.ner of elements. Each node tn the system 
Mas a complete computer system at a slnale location. 
Further, there nust be two or more nodes. The composition 
of each node includes a host coinuter; orocessor and 
storaae; coiTiunlcatlons hardware and software, operatlna 
systcn and jppiicatlon oriented software. 
2.1.1 Variations of Distributed systems 
Within the realm of the distributed systems 
environment, a further classification is possible. A 
distributed system can operate usinq 'flat files' or a 
data base -nana jement system. The distinction between 
tnese two types of systems and between multiple 
independent data bases has been indentlfled succinctly by 
^ooth: 
"A distributed database exists when related data elements 
ire stored at two or more processors within a distributed 
system. The term * related ', when applied to the 
elenents of a distributed data base, is quite flexible; 
the relationship "<ay be very close and require a great 
deal of coordination among the Processors, or it may be 
very loose requiring only minimal  coordination.   In  any 
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case, the existence of this relationship distinguishes a 
Ilstributel data base from multiple independent 
datjoases." [Rooth All 
within every organization, there exists what is 
Kno*n as a conceptual data base. The conceptual data base 
is the collection of all the data necessary and of 
interest to ^n organization. In no reasonable case is the 
entire conceptual data base implemented in the form of 
computerized data storage/retrieval system. Only the 
elements deened to be most important are captured and 
retained in the computer based system. The portion of the 
conceptual data oase that is captured is composed of data 
elements. These data elements can be divided Into groups 
of relationships according to their respective entitles 
and attrloutes. When related data elements are stored In 
two or more sites and the relationships amona the elements 
cause inter location access and/or coordination between 
locations, a distributed data base is formed.  [flooth 811. 
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7.1.2 Classes of OistrIbuted Pata Bases 
The definition of a DDRS qiven by Rooth and others 
[Cha-npine 77, ri^venport 79, Pothnie and Hoodman 77] 
assumes that there is only one logically inteqrated data 
oase in tne distributed system. This particular 
assumption is not sharpd by others in the field TWhltby- 
Stevens 79, Weber, et al 79], Others extend the 
definition to include the oossibllty of multiple 
com-nunicatin 7, differently confiiured data base sytoms. 
These differences Identify the two basic classes of 
iistributed data bases. 
Th* first class is kno*n as the homooeneous 
iistributed data base systeii. In these systems* a 
federation of data bases are coupled to for™ one loalcallv 
integrated data base.The characteristics of this class of 
DDBS Include use of similar or the same hardware 
configurations. In the homogeneous class of DDBS, an 
lnte7rator is needed to provide the data and procedures so 
tnat tne collection of uata bases act as a single overall 
entity. [havenport 791. This integrator would generally 
oe in tne forn of a master directory and/or master schema. 
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The second class of DDRS is known  as  heteroqeneous 
OOBS.    This  class  of  nnps  is  characterized  by  the 
federation of  distinctly  different  data  bases.   These 
different data oases ray use different suooortlna hardware 
and   utilise   different   DRM.S   structures.    In   the 
neterojeneous  class,  the  samp  need  for  an intearator 
exists as in the homouoneous class.  In addition, there is 
a  further complication in that some type of translator is 
required to coordinate the data  case  systems  and  allow 
communication  anonq  them.   An example of the need for a 
translator  is  the  case  of  communications  between   a 
relational model DBMS and a network DBMS. 
In general, the problems associated with the deslqn 
and Implementation of a PDBS are Increased exponentially 
xlth the multiplicity of data bases in a svstem and their 
heterogeneity.[Davenport 1^, Booth fill. ^ost of these 
design problems are due to a lack of standardization of 
data base manaiement systems, data communications systems, 
and teleprocesslnq architectures. 
Pljures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate schematically the two 
classes of distributed data base systems. Moth Hiqures 
reflect the organizational framework In which such a 
structure   mint   r>e   found.    In   Flaure   2.5,  the 
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heterogeneous case, different oraanizations are 
represented. It Is possible th*t the heterogeneous case 
could exist even within a sinale orsanitation if different 
D»*1S packages and/or different hardware configurations are 
utilized. Such a case is easily conceivable if an 
organization has no standard policy for acquiring hardware 
and software. 
The most i-noortant fact not^d in Figures 2.4 and 2.S 
is the need for an integrator to ensure the continuity of 
the data base structure. Further, the heterogeneous case 
requires the addition of a translator so that data 
elenents cai\  oe exchanged. 
integrator 
figure 2.4 
Homogeneous DOMS 
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/ - integrator 
T - translator 
T T 
\ \                 / y 
N
    /      / 
Figure 2.5 
Heterogeneous D'JHS 
2.2 The Structure of Distributed Data Bases 
To proiress further Into an understandln-j of the 
taxonomy of ODRS's, two basic structural types of 
distributed data bases can be identified. [Davenoort and 
Palner 77, Booth 76J. The first structure is known as a 
partitioned data base. This structure Is characterized by 
the division of an organization's conceptual data base 
into  non-  redundant  segments   and   distributing   the 
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non-redundant elements to t»'o or ior* Information 
processors. "Tne second type of stuct'ire is known as a 
reolicated data base. Tne replicated data base structure 
is characterized by placing copies of all or parts ct the 
data base tiles at t*o or more locations. 
Although the two basic structures can be clearly 
identified, it would not be uncommon in a hiqhly complex 
system to have a hybrid combination of the t*n 
structures. [Hooth Ri, fiohan and Yen 79] The combination of 
the tvo structures could be adopted for practical reasons 
such as uatchina data base structures to the overall 
structure vnlch it serves. 
2.2.1 Partitioned Data liases. 
A partitioned data base is a data base which has 
been decomposed into physically separate units then 
distributed to multiple nodes witnln the system. The 
partitions that are Physically distributed must loqically 
form a slnjle overall data base. Schematically, the 
concept ot a partitioned data oase Is illustrated in 
figure 2.6. 
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Port 11, on 
A 
partition 
B 
one     Topical  dat0  base 
H-rurp 2.6 
P-irtltlon'-d oat* "ase Structure 
[Booth PI, prj.50J 
The oartltions of the data base are composed of 
non-redundant data elements. These specific pieces of 
data are stored at only one location. 
There are throe reasons nhy a data base miqht be 
oartltioned:  [Booth lb] 
1) The nost com-non reason vould be to locate 
each data element as close as possible to 
"here the ierrand for that data orlqlnates. 
2) A data base may be so larje and accessed so 
frequently that the load cannot be handled 
by any single processor. 
3) A data base may be Partitioned in order to 
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7iini.ni7.e the cost of transmitting data to 
and from remote locations. 
with respect to reason nutter onp, there is an 
assumption tint partitioning is possible in Identifiable 
and "Justified natural groupings of data elements. An 
example of this type is an airline reservation data base. 
In practice, It is knovn that most flight reservation 
requests coiie from the same general area where the 
requested f light originates t booth 7(S) . In this 
situation, the data base could be partitioned into three 
segments. The first seoment would include data on all 
flights originating on the east coast,, the second to 
contain data on all mid west fliqtits and the third, data 
on all flights originating In the vest. Thus, one overall 
logical data oase is partitioned in three distinct units, 
with overall Interconnection. 
Reason nuiiDer two for partitioning a data base Is 
peconlng nore important with the ever Increasing number of 
very large and complex on-line systems found In 
organizations throughout the world. Modularization or 
partitioning has become one of the most Important concepts 
in  use  today  to reduce the complexity In the deslqn and 
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operation of large syt.ems. 
Data communications costs have been a significant 
factor in large and small on-line sytems for some time. 
The proodOility is also very high that these costs will 
remain a significant factor in all large on-line systems. 
Notable savings can be attained by distributing processlnq 
and data r>ase facilities into regional centers or other 
geographically beneflcal centers. 
Due to the variety of usaae patterns associated with 
a data case, a distributed data base system can be 
partitioned In several ways. The tvo most basic methods 
are the horizontal processing structure and vertical 
Drocesslm structure. [ Joyce 771 [ Note: vertical 
structure is also referred to as hierarchical processing 
structure) 
2.2.1.1 Horizontally Partitioned DDBS 
The Horizontal processing configuration has been 
called the "ring systerr," because of the basic network 
topoloay on vnich it depends. Additionally, it has been 
called the "peer group" system because of the equality* in 
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terns of control, that exists bpfeen the nodes.  C  White 
79] 
In the horizontally distributed system there is no 
central computer. Each node is a center in Its own realm, 
yet is a Partition of the simle overall loalcal data 
oasp. All processors in the system cooperate loqically at 
an erjual level, t (-'aimer and Davenport 77] An examole of 
this type of system can he seen in the airline system 
noted earlier inhere data elements can be naturally tjrouped 
Into geoiraphic oartltons. Schematlcaly this situation is 
illustrated in Fiqure 2.7. 
Flaure 2.7 
Horizontally Partitioned Data Nase 
7.2.t ,2 Vertically or Hierarchically Partitioned DOBS 
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Another Tiethod of forming a pirtlMoncH data base is 
to -listribute the data elements found In a particular 
logical data oase across a systems hierarchy.f rtooth Rl) 
This systens hierarchy is the orocesslnq hierarchy which 
corresponds to a particular oraanizational hierarchy. The 
hlerarcnlcally partitioned data hase is also refered to as 
a vertically partitioned data hase.[ Schneer 781 
Tn the hierarchical systen, it Is possible to 
identity a central computer hy virtue of its placement in 
the architecture and function in the system. Generally, 
the hlThest level in the hierarchy is the corporate level 
processor an 1 attached are any nunoer, within the limits 
of tne syste-n archl tect ure, of satellite processors. Each 
satellite maintains Its own local data base partition 
vhere there is no duplication of data elements. All 
partitions of the hierarchy can therefore be summed to 
equal one overall organizational data base. 
An example of the hierarchical or vertical 
partitioned lata base is shown in Fiqure 2.H. 
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Figure 2.8 
Hierarchically Partitioned Data Base 
Information exchange can occur both up and down the 
hierarchy. Hence it's being refered to synonymously as 
vertical. 
The hierarchically partitioned data base is likely 
to oeco.ne the most common cont lguratlon. f Champine 79J 
This Is felt to be true because of the general philosophy 
that the data processing organization should be congruent 
to the people in the organization it will effect. Since 
nearly all organizations are hierarchical in nature, a 
hierarchically distributed data base system fits well. 
2.2.2 Heplicated Data Bases 
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The second of the two basic structures of 
distributed data bases is Known as a renllcated data base. 
It Is slmlar to the par t it ioned Mat-a base In that 
replication serves to move data elements close to the 
ooints *nere requests oriiinatr. The basic difference is 
tnat reolicatlon is used to create the distributed data 
case, so duplicated data are moved rather than original 
iata. 
There are several reasons *hy a data base nay hp 
replicated.t Booth 76, Hooth fill 
1) As in the partitioned case,  one reason Is 
to novr data to where the nrocessim 
activity can most optimally occur. 
2) Pepllcation can serve the same purpose 
as data base -Journals by provldlno a 
oacKup copy of the data. This advantaqe 
Is subject to synchronous updatlnn 
procedures. 
3) Selective replication can increase data 
security and privacy oy havlnq publicly 
available data replicated and sensitive 
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data retained -it a single location *ith 
strict privacy protection procedures. 
4) Selective replication can also serve as 
a means of spreading out the processing 
load on multiple processors. 
As in the case of the partitioned data base, the 
replicated -Jita base can be formed in two ways. First, by 
copying data within a hlerarchlly distributed system. 
Secondly, py copying data within a horizontally 
distributed system.  ( Salter, et.al 77, Rooth fll). 
2.2.2.1 Hierarchically Penllcated oons 
In the case of a hierarchical replication, the 
datoase is structured to be con-jruent to the onanizatlon 
using it. Tn this type of system, the host processor 
maintains a -naster copy of the data base files and 
directory. Satellites of the nost processor contains 
copies of the part of the master data base that fulfills 
local needs. Therefore, each local data copy replicates 
only data reouired for a particular sateiitte. 
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A schematic dtagran of a  hierarchical 1 v replicated 
data base is shown in Figure ;.<?. 
' local D.9. 
copy 
mos tor 
DB. 
local  D.B. 
COpy 
Figure 2.9 
Hierarchically Pepllcated Data Rase 
The case o£ a hierarchically replicated data base 
nas a number of Dosslble uses. One exanmle is in a 
production environment where a host would contain master 
information concernlnq all aspects of the production 
operation. Frcm this master, satellites would be 
connected. The master would contain replications of data, 
such as scheduling data needed for that satellites 
particular production operation. 
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2.2.2.2 Horizontally Replicated pD^S 
Tn 7eneral» a data hase cannot be only horizontally 
replicated. Tn its pure form, this situation would b" 
exe.nnl i t led by a data base containing exactly equal data 
elements across two or nore conmunicatinfj data base 
systems. Such a case is hard to imagine, let alone place 
a value on its practicality. For the sake of clarity, an 
exannle ninht be seen in the case of a number of 
warehouses that stock and sell identical items. In this 
hypothetical data base, each would be maintained as to 
stock quantity chanqes, etc for all locations so that each 
Jata base location always had equal information. 
2.2.3 Hybrid DOBS 
The techniques of replication and Partitioning can 
oe used separately, however, can be combined to optimize a 
distrtouted data Dase structure. fSalter, et al 77] The 
formation of hybrid PDAS structures can occur by 
repllcatlna data elements that are static in nature and 
oartitloninj those elements that are dynamic in nature. 
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•Vn example of a hybrid data base structure can he 
developed froT the example qlven In section 2.3.2.?. The 
same warehouse situation couH he hoth partitioned and 
replicated in order to optimize the system. This can he 
done In the followlno way: warehouse A will maintain 
complete infornation on stock quantity, etc. it'holds 
locally; warehouse •» and C. would do the same. This 
represents tne partitioning In addition to the detailed 
information Kent on all locally held quantities, 
rudimentary data would be kept on stock held at other 
locations such as who has what and in what quantity. This 
represents the replication. Thus , such a hybrid 
arrangement allows each location to check locally stocked 
itens and ilso allows each location to check location ind 
other framework information on items not held locally. 
Figure 2.10, depicts this situation qraphically. 
partition, 
replication 
Qtb 
partition 
replication 
O'C 
Figure   2.10 
Hyorld   DPBS 
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Hybrid DDRS 
It is Tost orobable that the hybrid case of both 
replicated ^nl partitioned dlstriouted data bases will be 
tne •'lost useful In the future. The reasons for this are 
its inherent flexibility and Its ability to allow 
optimization of the distributed data base structure. 
Even though the hybrid situation Is a desireable 
option, the decision to partition and/or replicate data 
elements is an extremely difficult desion problem at this 
tire. [Booth Ql, White 79] In qeneral, the actual 
confljurat Ion of a DDHS is larooly determined by the needs 
of tne applications.  (white 79] 
2.3 SuiHiary 
The preceedinq sections in this chapter have defined 
*hat a distrlouted data base can be. Further, the various 
alternative classes and structures of distributed data 
oases have been described. A summary of the taxonomy of 
OORS's is presented in Figure 2.11. 
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Classes Structures Sub-Structure 
/Partitioned 
HomoRenrous    -^iReblicated 
\ \!ybrid 
iierarchical 
iorizontal 
/Partitioned 
Heterogeneous--Replicated 
llybri d 
Hierarchical 
lorizontal 
Figure ?.ll 
f)Dns Taxonomy 
The essential features of a PDAS can be  summarized 
as follows:  [ Davenport 79, Rooth 81 ] 
1) The system must posses two or more geograph- 
ically separate computing facilities. The 
composition of these nodes will Include a CPU 
with naln and secondary storage as well as 
connunlcatlons capability. Generally each node 
will service a separate organizational subunit. 
2) All nodes within the system must be linked, 
•formally this link Is accomplished via tele- 
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cotmunl cat ions. 
3) All nodes in the system -mist have stand alone 
capabi li ty. 
4) The iata base used in the system must be one in 
which the data elements within the system are 
oartitloned and/or replicated. Further, there 
must ne a loalcal relationship amonq the data 
elements used in the PDMS. 
The Information presente<i Jn this chanter will serve 
as a rjpyinnln^J upon which the difficult questions of how 
to design i distributed data base system can be addressed, 
without a doubt, the various alternative structures are 
applicable to vastly dlfferlnq situations. It Is this 
flexibility that is one of the most challenuina aspects of 
the concept of dlstibuted data bases. 
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3.0 Introduction 
In the Jesinn process of any system. It has lonq 
been recojnlze 1 that a methodoloiy must be developed and 
utilized. The nethodoloqy developed should address all 
the  desl.in  issues  rationilly  to  achieve  a successful 
system. 
In the srea of. systems desl»n, there has been a qreat 
deal -of literature published durinn the past few years. 
Several desl jn strateales have oeen proposed. These 
Include the structured methodology of Yourdon, Constantine 
and hef'arco. In the area of classical methodologies, 
there are those of Semprevlvo and Ross and Murdock. All 
these stratajies are aimed at addressing the complex 
jeneral proolems of a conputer system desiTn. The general 
issues addresse 1 by the currently available svstems desiqn 
neth^dolojles are aood startinn points, however, oil 
jeneral approaches must be modified dependinn on the type 
ot system Dein? desiqned. 
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3.1  Syste-n Possibilities 
Pecause the characteristics of any leslan arp a 
function of the type of system beirvj desired, the 
starUn? point of this chapter will be a definition of the 
nature of the system to be considered. The definition can 
he derived by compering a DDRS to other possible types of 
systems. Figure 3.1, illustrates the possible classes 
that can be desianed. 
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Figure 3.1 
Possible classes of system 
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3.1.1 General Desian Alternatives 
The taxonomy depicted in Flaure 3.1 illustrates many 
of the options available to a designer.  For example; 
1) »t the top level, assuming the desianer 
has chosen a computer approach, a basic 
choice can oe made between a flat file 
(indexed, sequential, random, etc. ) 
system or a data base system. 
2) If a data base system approach Is selected, 
a choice can be made as to which data 
nodel [BorKin 80] will be used. The 
Dossibllities include: 
a) N'ettfork model ( ea. C )"ASYL ) 
b) Relational model (eq. Codd 70,74) 
c) Hierarchical model (ei.   IBM's IMS) 
3) Assuming a data base approach has been 
selected, a choice of processing struct- 
ures can be nade. A data base system can 
oe centralized, decentralized or distrib- 
uted in nature. 
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The remainder of the figure's options were discussed 
in detail In Chapter two. The point that should be 
identified fron Piaure 3.1, is that distributed data bases 
are forns of rjeneral data bases. The concept of DOBS is 
to oenefit from the standard data bases control of 
Integrated data while not imposing a centralized 
organization.  ( AHiha 7H 1 
3.2  Approaches to HOPS Design 
Two basic  approaches  to  design  a  nPPS,  or  any 
comolex system, can be identified. 
I ) The   Top-do/m approach 
2) The ^ottom-np approach 
These trfo approaches have received a areat deal of 
attention in the literature. [Freeman 7R, Denning 76, 
YouMon HO, Oe^arco 7R1. Each will be examined with 
resoect to their applicability in the design of a DDBS. 
3.2.1  bottoat-ilp Design 
The bottom-un approach is a method in which the 
lowest level decisions are made first. Gradually the 
systeoi is built from the lowest level to the highest level 
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concepts. This approach is also termed the method of 
successive compositions. t Penning 76 ] The basic 
characteristics of this method is a seguence of steps 
beaininrj with a set of base functions through which a 
series of iterative steps are developed to a slnole 
overall conplex function. 
3.2.2 Too-Oown Design 
The nost popular of the two methods is the top-down 
design. The top-down method is characterized by a 
sequence of steps beginning with global design issues 
wnlch gradually progress to levels of greater and greater 
detail. The level of any decision is often a function of 
Its distance away from actual Implementation concerns. t 
Freenan,7H ) Thus, a decision on the general contents of a 
report would be considered top-level whereas the actual 
format of the report would be considered low level. 
3.2.3 'Vppllcaolllty to HDRS 
f^oth of the two main system design approaches; 
too-down and bottom-up; are applicaole to the distributed 
data base environment. DiagrammaticalIv, the two 
approaches with respect to a DDHS are sho«m in Figures 3.2 
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and 3.3. 
Parti tion, 
Replicate 
or use a 
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of both 
CO 
CO 
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A   implement 
at   3itcs. 
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design outlook. 
(Big picture) 
Hesult: 
DDBS 
Fiqure 3.2 
Too-Dorfn Desian for •? nn»s 
CD 
"egln with separate 
independent DBMS'a Join tT."»- ther Results in one logical global 
outlook 
Fiqure 3.3 
Bottom-Up Design for a DDBS 
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The ton-down approach, fiiure i.2, is rjenerally 
associated *ith systems belna deslinen fro"! scratch ( 
'V'lioi 7H, Whits 79 ) The bottom-up approach, Figure 3.1, 
Is associated vith svstens of independent lv exlstlnq 
functions or oossinly entirely soDiratp onus's that are 
I0in7 to OP Integrated to torn a onns. f Adlba 7fl, -Jhite 
T?    ) 
The integration of two tomally distinct systems 
leads to the complex desian tasK known as the 
pos t-coooer at ion problem. [ Mornn and Yeh 79 J The 
post-coooerit Ion problem leads lnnerently to a bottom-up 
deslin. Conversly, a Planned coooeratlon situation points 
to a top--1o*n iesiin. 
There is iro'lnq agreement that distributed data 
oiisf? systems should be designed, Whenever possible, uslnq 
a top-do*n methoJoloqv. (White 79, .Joyce 7n, Davenport 
79, Patrick HO J The consensus Is 1 ie primarily to tne 
proolems that devplop *hen a designer becomes Involved 
i-(mediately vltn letailed considerations that exist at the 
lorf ,operationil, level. This approach In a complex 
syste.n can le^d to a cloudy vei* of what the designer's 
■nain oojectlves are In developing a  Dons. 
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vatural ly, there are situations which preclude the 
use ot a top-dovn nethodoloay. rteaardless ot which 
nethndoloJical approach is used, the final product must be 
a slnale logical design of a data base system which Is 
distributed to maximize the benefits associated with a 
DDBS. 
A comparison of the broad elements shown In Flqures 
3.2 and 3.3 , would seem to Point to the conclusion that 
the end results achieved by both processes should be the 
sattie. In reality the end results are rarely equal. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates this difference between theory and 
practice -nust oe considered when selecting a methodoloqy. 
Top-down Bottom - up 
F"l7ure 3.4 
."oTiniDar at 1 ve  Summary of End Products 
Top-Down and Rottom-llp 
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3.3 Staies in the Desian Process 
before orocpedino into a detailed desian strateay, 
it is appropriate to take a steo oac* and look at the 
overall orocess of system desian. A lata base systems 
life cycle will provide an overall vie* of desian from a 
Tianaae-nent perspective. 
The main Phases of a data t>ase systems life cycle 
have been identified hy Atre.  Utre HO) . 
1) desi.jn the data base 
2) ohyslcai creation of the data base 
3) conversion of the existing data sets 
and applications to match the newly 
created data base 
1)   integration of the converted applications 
into the new data base 
5) operations phase 
6) jrorfth, chanue and malntence ohase 
[♦♦note: steps 3 and 4 can be eliminated if existing 
lata sets are not to oe converted to the 
newly created data base 1 [ *tre HO ] 
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■1.3.1  implication Life Cycle 
Contrasted with Atre's view-, the malor sta^s 
In the life cycle of a data ba*c ^plication have been 
i-lentitled by Teory and Fry. [Teory and Fry 7fll. '.ccordlnq 
to reory and Fry, the major classes of inputs to and the 
results from the data base design process are as follows: 
•'•Mor classes of inputs 
1) user view of the oroanlzation, or organizat- 
ional subunit, for which data are to be 
collected. 
2) Data oase objectives; user requirements 
3) Users view of data to be collected 
and stored in the data base 
4) Processinq requirements: 
a) specific data elements required for 
each application 
b) the data volumes 
c) processinq frequencies in terms of the 
nuuDer of the times each application 
*ill have to be executed in a specific 
time frame 
<i) DBMS specifications and/or constraints 
e) operating system / hardware configurations 
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Na1or classes of outputs 
1) The data structure (loaical data base 
structure ) 
2) The storage structure 
3) Tne specifications for aopi lcatlons programs 
bised UDon data base structure and processing 
requirements 
The results of all the above *iil be the 
spedfications for the data base Implementation. The 
distinction between the specifications and the 
implementation are illustrated by the basic steps in a 
data oase systems life cycle. Teory's and Pry's life 
cycle differs fro.T that oiven by Atre's in that the forirer 
stresses the desinn phases. These basic steps are 
presented belo*: 
1) Requirements formulation and analysis 
2) Lodlc-U design 
3) Physical deslqn and evaluation 
4) Implementation 
5) loeration and monitorim 
iS) lodif lcatlon and adaptation 
[** note: 1,2 and 3 are considered the deslan phase! 
f Teory and Fry 78 ] 
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The actual data base desion occurs in steps one 
throuah three. The importance of this phase has been the 
suDject of a virtual plethera of worKs; le. t Yonrdon 
flO, DeMarco 7°, Patrick HO, flooth 81, Martin To, fll, 
fjanaefors and sundaren 75 ] The con.non conclusion reached 
by all is suTinarlzed in qraphic for-n in Finure 3.5. 
Design 
cast 
^       Operational 
c osf    t (over time) 
Fiaure 3.5 
Kffect ot efforts spent on Systen Peslun 
[Se-norevivo 7b, pq.llSI 
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Fiiure 3.b illustrates two critical facts: 
1) The systems development phase is,as a rule, 
fir shorter than the operational nhase 
2) Cost analyses show that costs of ooeration 
inH maintenance is several titles the cost 
of ieveioDlng the system, f Patrick 10 ] 
Because ot these facts, it becomes apparent that to 
spend -nore time, and as -a consequence, more money on the 
initial systems 'lesion, the operational cost of maintence 
can be sI ml £icantly reduced. In addition, it is 
Important to note that an Incorrect analysis durinrj the 
design phase win ultimately result in an Improper 
1 tip lementat ion ind lead to a non-responsive application 
system. 
3.3.2  Design Methodologies 
Up to this point, emphasis has been placed on 
general approaches to data base .Jeslnn. Further, basic 
considerations having a significant impact on the 
development of a methodology have been discussed. The 
nethodoioiy to be developed in tnis report is concerned 
*ltn the jeneral processes shown in Fliure 3.6. 
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F"iaure   3.6 
Oata  fi-ise  Design  Processes 
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Although there has beer a areit deal of literature 
oubllshed on the topic of data base desian, no widely 
acceoted Tietnodoioav or technique exists. There is, 
no^ever, one common thouqht that spans the majority of 
iata base deslm methodologies. This co-nmon tnouaht Is 
tnat a data base should be designed usina a two staoe 
design approach. The t*o staoe rieslan proposes that the 
logical and physical structures should be designed 
separately, then connected oy neans of a maopinq fiinctlon. 
[ Yeh,et al 7*, i\tre 30, Martin 7o] 
The appl IcaDi I Ity of this co-rnoness Jn P3"S desian 
methods to a -nethodoloav to deslqn a distributed data base 
system is simply that a nous is a tor'n of qeneral PbMS's. 
The joal is to establish the level of data integration 
needed oy d system. Once attained, the decision of what 
to distribute can be considered. 
The t*o staae approach is fundamental to the design 
decisions concerning the 1aCa nase and its associated 
processes. The allocation of lata and processes to 
hardware is a consequence of this desian - not its 
startirn point. 
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Any methodoloqy formulated for the desian of a 
distributed data base system must Inherently he based on 
methods used In the desl-jn of a centralized DBMS. 
Naturally, a methodoloqy for a dlstr lbuted data base 
system Till Include considerations related directly to a 
distributed environment. 
3.1  Process I  - Pata Analysis 
3.4.1  System user Requirements 
The need for the participation and assistance of the 
users in the " deslqn of a data nase system has lonq been 
recoinlzed. The collection and analysis of the systems 
users requirements is the first step in the data base 
development cycle. This step is probably the most 
difficult and time consumminq of the entire process. The 
Importance of this step is simoiy that the majority of 
subsequent design decisions are based on this step. 
Tne major tasks associated vith this process are: [ 
Teory and Fry 7R ] 
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1) Collect Information froti all rresont mi pot- 
ential users of the dat=i base on their Infor- 
mation reauirements and desires 
2) Collect Information fro™ all oresent and pot- 
ential users reoardlnq their processlna rea- 
uirements. 
3) Analyze the requirements to Insure consistency 
of the users objectives. 
J) >\nalyze the information nathered to minimlz* 
redundancy of information and data 
The evaluation of the users information and 
oroc?sslna requirements is called data analysis. [ White 
79, De'larco 78 ] The oblectlve of data analysis is to 
leterTiine tne fundamental nature of an ornanization's data 
resources and ho»/ these resources ire used. The results 
of this analysis will be oraanlzed and documented to be 
used as the basis upon which the data base will be 
des I .jned. 
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3.1.1.1 Structured Analysis Techniques 
The nrocess of data analysis can be completed usinq 
-i variety of techniques. [ Drr 77, De'^arco 73, Semprevlvo 
76] at the techniques available, the structured analysis 
techniques offer unmistakable benefits. The structured 
methodologies orovide a means of understanding and 
docunentlnq complex environments. The techniques use 
tools such as inohlc methods by which all the attributes 
and relationships in a system can ne expressed clearly; a 
data dictionary to allow the analyst to keep track of the 
enormous flood of data involved in a system design, 
decision trees, decision tables and more. The result of 
uslnq such a methodology is a hiahly structured 
specification -hich can be easily verified with the 
svstens users and maintained over the systems life cycle. 
An excellent treatment of the tonic can be found in 
Thomas Qelarcos text " Structured Analysis and Systems 
Specifications " [ Oe'-'arco 71 ] 
1.4.1.2 Entity and Functional analysis 
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Another neaps , by vhich data analvsis can he 
iccoiinllslie'l Is hy uslnu entity ind functional analysis, 
f Pwenoort 7? ) This is a t*-o phase niethod. Fntity 
analysis is a means by viiich 6 system can be understood 
and rjocu.Tieate 1 In terms of its entitles and attributes. 
Tne ernhasis is on the elements *hich make up the systerr 
rather than on details of how they are used. Functional 
analysis is concerned with understanding and documenting 
the nasic business activities that utilize the entitles 
found In phase one of this approach. 
The nost iTioortant aspect of entity and functional 
analysis is that It Is a -neans by which the fundamental 
nature of an organization's dita resources can be 
understood, documented and eventually used as a sound 
oasis tor dati nase deslnn. 
The normalization process of E.G. Codd; [Codd 70]; 
is used in noth structured analysis and entlty/functloal 
analysis techniques. In both cases, the process of data 
analysis is Iterative because it Is unllKely that a 
co-nnletely satisfactory -nodel vill be produced on the 
first iteration. 
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Roth techniaues mentioned can and should be employed 
re7irdless Whether a centralized, decentralize.! or 
distributed approach is selected for use. 
3.1-2  Desljn Objectives 
In addition to the definition of user requirements 
at the outset of the DDRS and !>F»MS desion nrocess, there 
is i need to define the system objectives . These 
oojectives are those which the final desian must achieve 
to satisfy the users. .Some of these objectives are 
quant i f 1 3Dle, such as performance fioures, while others 
•fill be qualitative and therefore require a sublectlve 
assessment oy the deslqners. 
The followlnr Is n list of deslqn oblectlves that 
*ould oe Tiost important in a malority of circumstances. ( 
Martin 76) 
1) rne ability to represent the Inherent structure 
of the data. The DHr<S structure -nust be able 
to represent the nature of the data. 
2) Performance. The data base system must be 
ar>le to process transactions at an appropr- 
iate tnrounhput rate wltnln the framework of a 
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specified response time. A DDBS has an adv- 
antage in this objective because the nrocesslna 
Dover can he located in close oroxlmity of the 
users location. 
3) Rcono-ny. The ORMS must oe able to rroduce 
acceptable performance at an acceptable cost. 
■}) Zl 1 nlnritlon or minimization ot redundancy. The 
DBMS ornanization snouH try to eliminate 
data redundancy so Inconsistencies can 
tae avoided. Additionally, there are economic 
motivations to minimize redundant data. 
5) Search capability. The rMMS deslqn should 
allov a variety of search techniques for 
queries. This search capaDility should also 
oe reasonably fast. 
6) Inteqrity. The PHMS should be able to serve 
many different users without different users 
destroyina shared data elements. In addition, 
the data base should be Insulated from systems 
failures and ridiculously iarqe data values. 
7) Security and Privacy. Data security Is concerned 
with insurinq aqalnst accidental or Intentional 
data disclosure to unauthorized persons, un- 
authorized modification or destruction of data. 
Privacy Is concerned wltn vhen, how and to what 
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extent data can ho accessed and/or transmitted 
to individuals and organizational subunits. 
«) Kase of implementation. The DRM.s must be able to 
be implemented. This is the ability to produce 
the systems processing requirements for perform- 
ance with acceptable cost using acceptable 
resources. Kurther, a tine frame for implement- 
ation should be met. 
9) Flexibility. The system  must be able to 
'leal -lth changes in flov of transactions,change 
In applications , additions and deletions, and 
be ible to incorporate new technolooy. Dnns's 
are particularly resilient to change because of 
the localized effect that a change can have. 
10) Simplicity. Data structures should be made as 
simple as possible so that an overall logical 
view of the data base can be made in a simply 
understandable and neat way. 
3.5  Process II   -  A ■ *0«W of an   Organlzat ional 
Information Resource 
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The objective of the data analysis nrocess is to 
produce the information needed to buin a model of an 
or cunlzation 's Information resources. This model is 
described by a schema. The schema *ill serve as the basis 
for the data base desiqn and as the central control 
element of the data base system.In order to be the best 
possible description of the data model, the AMSI/SPARC 
study qroup proposed a three schema model to sunDort data 
oase management systems [ ANSI 76 ) 
3.5.1  AWSI/SPARC Three Schema Aporoach 
In ^n effort to avoid some of the current confusion 
about data Dase oraanlzation, the AN'SI/SPARC study nroup 
has developed a method by which a distinction can be made 
oetween data as seen by the system and data as seen by the 
apoilcatlon programmers. These two levels are called the 
Internal and external levels resDectively. An additional 
level called the conceptual level is also identified. 
This level represents the orcranizat ions description of the 
information modeled in the data base. The description 
provided in a conceptual schema Is tnat vnich can be used 
to resolve any dlsaureer.ients netween users and programmers 
over what is meant by specifications. (Steel 7fl) 
Diauammatlcally, the three schema model Is  presented  in 
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Figure 3.7. 
Figure 3.7 
INNSI/SPARC .Three Schema M01el 
The AMSI/SPARC model's Impact on the development of 
the Nortel that can be presented to the DBMS is Illustrated 
In Figure 3.8. [ Atre 80 ] As an example, the conceptual 
■nodel that can be presented to the DBMS Is called the 
logical •nodel. The users are presented with a subset of 
this model «rhlch are called the external models. The 
logical ■nodel Is then mapped to physical storaqe  and  the 
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Internal model is then completed. 
Application 1 
_J   \Kodel   ) 
Logical 
Modrl 
F'lnure 3.H 
f>H«s Presentable Model Transformation 
[Atre RO, pq.19] 
CTJASYL has also adopted the three schema approach 
*nlch corresponds to the AfJST/SPARC schemata. The 
relationship between these t *o iroups follows:  [White 79) 
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A'tSI/SPAHC COHASVL 
External schema 
Conceotual schema 
Internal schema 
.subschema 
Schema 
Storar/p schema 
3.5.?  Relevance of the Three Schema Approach to DDRS 
In the distributed environment, the ANSI/SPARC 
concept of a sinile internal schema , F'lqure 3.7, can be 
extended to several sets of local internal schemata. 
Fiaure 3.9 dla-jra.ms this structure;.  t Adlba 79 1 
The Of>ns is composed of local data bases described 
ny their resoective local external schemata (LES). A 
local internal schema (L,IS) descrloes each physical data 
base at a particular host. A local concepual schema (LCS) 
describes the local orqanizatlon's description of the 
Information modeled in the data base. 
Yne union of all the local external schemata »ill 
result in a global conceptual schema that describes all 
the data modeled in the entire logical data base system In 
a  unified  manner  at  a DDRS level.  The qlobal external 
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schema will represent the  vie-*  offered  to  the  various 
applications.  ( AiiPa 7fl ] 
F'iiure 3.9 
ANSI/SPARC Three Schema Approach 
Applied to the DDRS 
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The ilooal conceptual schema Is the overall data 
oase .lescr 1 ption. The many vie*s of the data base held by 
tne IISITS can ne nnoped Into diverse Internal data models, 
f ''ljssen 7H ] The 'levplorment model with respect to this 
concept is presented in Figure 3.10. 
As illustrated in Fliure 3.10, the olobai conceptual 
Tioiel >s tne conceptual schema for the total information 
system. Trie development of the alobal conceptual model is 
the starting ooint of the desian process. Tn addition to 
a stirtlnj oolnt, It is an invaluable aid throughout the 
rteslm Process to keep the desiqn in line •■fith the DDBS's 
oolectlves and purpose. 
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»PPllcatian 
/tonc»ptu«r 
U*qutr*«*njf* 
^ 1 ■ 
■PlUfiAUflP 
/onetptuaps 
*9pLic«uon   I .ppllcatlon   2 .ppT77«Ua, 
((plication 2 
•jppllc*lion ^ 
Flqure   3.10 
DDDS   Model 
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3.6 Sugary 
In any data base deslan process, It Is necessary to 
letine vhat Interactions are to occur In -in Information 
systen. These interactions take place accordlm to rules 
descrioed in the conceptual schema. [ ni 1ssen 79 } The 
orocess of derivlni the description of an organizations 
information structure has two phases: 
1) Gain in understandina of the information 
structure of an orqanizat 1 on. This can he 
accomplished uslnq analysis techniques such as 
structured analysis. 
2) Provide a description of the understanlinq 
Talned in the form of a soeclficition. 
Once the above is accomplished, one has a model of 
the conceptual schema. The deslqn process can no* proceed 
in i toD-Jo^n fashion with the conceptual schema servlno 
as the top level of the design. Chanter four will 
continue ny offering a methodo lojy to oroceed in the 
orocess to deslun a Dnps. As noted In this, the third 
chapter, the process of deslqninq a DDns has Inherent 
similarities  to  a  DNMs.  tfaturUly the deslqn of a DDBS 
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i.ust include additional considerations.  These  additional 
Issues A-iu be emohaslzed in chapter tour. 
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4.0 Introduction 
In chapter three, part one of a (lesion consideration 
method for a DORS focused on the steps needed to develop a 
franework in *hlch a DDBS can be developed. The framework 
e;npnasizeJ that the design of a OPRS must Include many of 
tne same considerations used when designing a centralized 
03MS. Inherently, the two systems must be similar, 
however, the case of the DDPS includes extensions and 
additional steps to ensure a neatly meshing and logically 
sound system to satisfy users. 
Once the top-level design steps of developing a 
jlooal conceptual model have been accomplished, the task 
of deslsnin} lo*er level local models tor the DDBS Is 
oosslble. These lower level local models are the actual 
nodes that *lll Interact In the system t? create the 
distributed data base system. Figure 4.1 is an 
lllustatlon of the PDBS model. 
Two distinct levels are included in Figure 4.1.  The 
upper  portion  of  the  diagram deals with the inputs and 
outouts needed in the development of a global  conceptual 
model.   The  considerations  involved in developing this 
upper portion were included In chapter three. 
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. t»ttrn«l j 
Application   1 
(Slip &jD &3 
f     r.«t«rn4l 
Application   2 
CMS) CIS   GN) 
^«,.. >*^ll0„ >^lonv 
Figure  4.1 
Design  Model   for  a  DPBS 
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Hnce attained, the global conceptual model can be 
refined to include local models. These local models are 
shown In the lower notion of Kicitire 4.1. 
In essence, Kigure 4.1 is the desired end product of 
the design process. This chaster will discuss the 
considerations needed to break apart the global conceptual 
model into a data base system which is not confined by the 
concept of centralization. The concept is similar to 
oullding and completing a puzzle. Once finished; dll the 
thousands of pieces will be one picture. even though the 
Initial 7oal was to create one picture, the ultimate qoal 
is to snare tne beauty of the Picture with others. To do 
this, one must examine the picture very carefully in order 
that it T.ay oe divided in a way tnat each section of the 
puzzle Is meaningful to the person with whom you wish to 
share It. 
Even if a bit over simplified, the puzzle example is 
meaningful in understanding the goal of tnls chapter.  The 
question Is how does one break anart the global nodel into 
meaningful   and   yet   Interconnected portions?    Two 
approaches  will  be  discussed.   First a   qualitative 
approach  and  secondly  a  quantitative approach will be 
reviewed. 
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' The computer Industry does not yet have the 
software which cin do everything that one day might be 
desirable -rith distributed data bases. For the time 
being, the rule for systems analysts with such systems 
ought to be " Keep   it simple ".  t Martin HI ] 
4.1  A yualitatlve Aporoach to Distributed 
Application Design 
There are no hard and fast rules or formulas to 
decide what can and should be distributed. [ Mooth HI ) 
There are, however, a few basic approches which can be 
applied to many situations in determining how to separate 
a global -node I. 
The first step in logically breaking apart a single 
data model is to analyze application groups. In general, 
application groups will bei  C Martin Hi ] 
1) Reasonably self contained 
2) Use snaii groups of record types 
3) Have as little interaction with other 
application grouos as possible, 
especially ones executed at a distance. 
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Examples of application aroups are: 
1) Local inventory control 
2) Local labor analysis 
3) Local accounts receivable 
As a result of aroupina applications Into loaical 
seqnents, a deslmer can also analyze the applications 
functions In terms of whether or not they should be 
considered for distribution. There are two possible 
reasons for considering the distribution of Information 
processing and data base function:  t Month PI ) 
1) An appl icatlon (s) cannot t>e Implemented easllv 
In a centralized structure, size Is the most 
common reason. 
2) An application, If distributed, will provide 
advantages of cost, performance, survlvability, 
response, flexibility, and/or control. 
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4.1.1  Case I -  Required Distribution 
Tt is reasonably easy to recoinlTe when an 
application -mist ne distributed because of its size. Any 
application which cannot be handled by a slnqle processor 
while still havlnq room to qrow falls into this class. [ 
Booth fll ] Functional distribution is, In effect, forced 
in many lane on-line systems. For example, no 
information Processor built to date can directly handle 
several thousand terminals.Purther, many larqe 
aoplications require hiqh avall^oility and reasonable 
response tines which would be difficult, if not 
impossible, for a single processor to handle. 
Most recently, very larqe applications have been 
Implemented in decentralized conflaurations with data 
transfer via maqnetic tape or disk pack. [ Davenport 79, 
Booth 81 ) with the further advances in distributed 
processlni, these applications are excellent candidates 
for implementation in a distributed system. 
4.1.?  Case II -  Optional Distribution 
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The majority of applications will fall into this 
category. Depending upon many factors, the decision 
whether to centralize or distribute an application grour 
can be marie. The design decision of whether or not to 
distribute, and further, what to distribute are extremly 
complex. A design technique developed at the Sloan School 
of Management, M.I.T r Rockart, Bullen, Levantor 7H] for 
evaluating the pros and cons of centralization and 
decentralization can be expanded to Include evaluation of 
distribution. 
The first step in being able to use the evaluation 
technique is to identify logical end user nodes. This is 
accomplished oy listing end user groups with their 
resoective locations. For each user group, a list can be 
developed of all applications currently being used. The 
result is a set of logical application nodes. For each 
logical end user node, centralized or processing at the 
end user location is possible. I "'artin fll 1 An example 
of this first step mlaht be as follows: 
Knd user groups and their locations 
1) Accounting   - city  1 
Accounting   - city  2 
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Accountina   - city  n 
Inventory Control   - city  1 
Inventory Control   - city  2 
End user qroups and application nroups utilized 
Accounting   - city  1 
Payroll 
Accounts Payable     • " - 
Accounts Receivable 
inventory Control   - city  1 
Material Requirement Plannlna 
Hecelv1m 
The second step is the development of a factor table 
for each application qroup. Figure 4.2 illustrates a 
hypothetical case for which a table was built. The 
colunns are composed of the arquments tor centralization, 
decentralization, and distribution. The rows are related 
to the factors to consider in the choice of 
centralization, decentralization, and distribution. 
Martin *1J 
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sited. 
Fioure   4.2 
Factor   Table  -  Hypothetical   tfxanple 
[Martin   Rl,   per.352] 
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The nenefit of the development of a factor table Is 
that the conflicting factors can be identified quite 
easily. The exanDle uiven in Figure 1.2 must be reworked 
rfitnin the framework of a particular organization and 
application, some factors nay not be applicable to many 
orsjani zations, others may not have oeen Included. IV 
complete study would Identify and allo* the systems 
analyst to analyze, what should he included. 
4.2  Use of Factor Tables 
Once factor   tables   are   developed   for   each 
application group,  further  analysis  can proceed.  Each 
application jroup can be  listed  and  then  qrouped  Into 
functional divisions.    A   hypothetical   exa.nple   of 
tralltlonal functional divisions  in  an  organization  Is 
illustrated in Figure 4.3 Martin <U ] . 
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Figure 1.3 
Applications Groups Functional Divisions 
Figure 4.3 Identifies the information flows among 
tne functional areas. Tne functional areas Include the 
application groups which nny be associated with tnem. 
Naturally, each organization would have a unique Figure 
4.3. The flow of information noted on Floure 4.3 is only 
an overall flow. Within each separate application group, 
there,, would  also  be  data  transfers   among   separate 
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applications. For evample, closely associated aDpiication 
groups such as billing and acounts receivable, receiving, 
and account* payable couln shire the sarre data; 
r?r.rclient ly, lane numbers of internal data transfers 
ta<e place. 
Thp 1-nportance of Figure 4.* is s«en only if used in 
conjunction with the factor tables. The factor tables are 
essentially a list of potential reasons for selecting a 
distribute], decentralized, or centralized systen 
structure. The overall objective is to design a system 
*hich will -nost efficiently and effectively servp an 
organization. AH the design decisions vm be based on 
the potentltl benefits and costs associated with a 
particular design. For a single organization, there can 
-ie parts of an information systen vhtch should be 
centralized, others which can be decentralized, and 
further, those apllcatlons which should be distributed. 
All these decisions are intimately tied to the type of 
organization in question, ho* many locations, what 
products it sells I if any J etc. This type of 
information c?n ne reflected in a flaure livre Figure 4.3, 
The factor taoles can be used with each of the application 
groups In Figure 1.3 to determine a preferred location for 
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1J its processinq 
21 the data It uses 
3) the application development. 
4.2.1  Sunmary of I'sacje of Factor Tables 
Tnp reasons for considering selection of a 
distributed, rather than centralized or decentralized 
system structure are numerous, ny uslna factor tables, it 
can be seen that none of these reasons can be considered 
in isolation from the others. For example, a fast 
response time requirement may point toward distribution, 
however, management phllosoohy may favor centralization. 
Each aspect must therefore he considered and *eiqhed in 
the making of the decisions of what, ho*, w-here, and when 
to distribute, decentralize, or centralize. Further, all 
decisions must be made on the basis of both manaqement 
goals and philosophies as well as on the basis of 
technical and economic considerations. 
4.3  A Quantitative Approach to Distributed neslqn 
In sections 4.1 and 4.2, a qualitative approach to 
distributed application deslqn was discussed. The 
qualitative approach was  aimed  at  havinq  the  designer 
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assess the qualities of applications and associated data. 
3ncr completed, a aeneral determination could he made as 
to -mat to distribute, decentralize, or leave centralized. 
In addition to the qualitative approach, James Martin f 
''artln Ml 1 has developed a general quantitative method to 
oe used with a qualitative method. The quantitative 
metnod is concerned »*ith assessinq quantities ot 
interaction amonq modes in a systen. Both methods have 
weaknesses. Further, the two combined ar«> not a panacea. 
Tne methods do however offer a startlnq framework which 
can oe manipulated by orqanizatlons contemDlatim the 
desi;n of a distributed data base system. 
The quantitative deslqn method is alneq at arranqlnu 
the location of processinq and data so that the traffic 
and interaction amonq the nodes In a system is low. 
4.3.1  [.oql al Data Network 
The first step win be Identification of end user 
locations, their assorted application qrouos, and required 
data. The data used by applications are orqanlzed into 
data structures. These data structures can be either a 
file or a data Dase, A file is qenerally deslqned for one 
application   or  possibly  a  qroup  of  closely  related 
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applications. A data base, in contrast, is a collection 
of interrelate! data vhicn are indenendent of application 
programs and »*hich have been structured so that it can 
serve as -nany applications as is useful. r Martin 76, 
Martin Rl, Artre an, uiman 7fl J 
Once tne above mentioned itetis have been determined, 
a loylcal data structure network can be constructed. 
Figure 4.4 shovs a hyDothetlcal example of a network 
dlajra-n.  [Martin 811 
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Logical Data Structures Network 
The loqlcal data structure network Is useful In the 
preliminary design phases. The primary reason to use such 
a diagram Is to Identify which end users use which data. 
The diagram also Illustrates the basic fact that 
application programs frequently require d.-jta frcn  two or 
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more data bases. Pata bases, in turn, frequently sunply 
data to two or more application programs. t Martin 81 1 
:ince the inter dependencies among application systems and 
data structures are seen, the designer can begin to 
oostulate rfhere to Physically locate data structures 
and/or tiles. One of the most complex problems associated 
wifn the design of a Distributed Data System is the 
determination of "/here to locate data. The problem is 
commonly Known as the "file allocation oroblem." 
4.3.2.  The Kile Allocation Problem 
The file allocation problem was first investigated 
oy •/. Chu ( Chu 73 ] Since Chu's model was developed, 
many mathematical models t\^ve   been developed to determine: 
1) The number of conies of each data base file 
to store in the network 
2) The location of these copies 
3) »nich copy of f\   file to use when 
processing a given guery. 
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The objective is to minl-nize the .mount, of data 
transferrpd In a network in order to satisfy 1 given set 
of Tierles suoject to certain orocessinj constants. [ 
Tla->. and Fisher 79 ] 
The conputattonal models available today are, in 
TenerU, highly complex and vpry suoJerttvp in nature. No 
nodpl yet realistically represents t Me malor desiun 
issues. tRothnle and Goodman 77, Klarr and Fjsher 79 J 
Recent «or<s ny Chen and Akoka (f-1), Coftnan, Gelenbe, and 
Plateau (Hi), and Kiain (70) are trying to move closer to a 
-jenenlly applicable Tiodel to solve this problem. 
The key point Is that the designer of a DDflo must be 
cojnizant of the data quantities In the system. The major 
objective must De to minimize data transfer. Minimization 
of data transfer can be acompllsned by either replicatina 
data or partitioning data. Both techniques have costs and 
oeneflts associated *ith them. These must be analyzed in 
the light of a particular situation. Constraints to both 
Include: concurrence of update, security, data Integrity, 
and recovery problems. The overall optimization criteria 
snould oe based on a mixture of costs, performance, 
benefits to the users, and responsiveness. 
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4.3.3  Further Alternatives 
To complicate natters further, a DOBS deslaner must 
consider not only a static case of assWnim data 
structures to particular nodes in a system but the cases 
tfhen application procirams and/or users need access to data 
at another site. The problem is nov the pro-ira* and data 
should pe brouiht together. There are three basic methods 
currently available to acconpllsh this:  ( Nooth 76,HI J 
1) Move the projram or process to the data;prooram 
migration. A process is a oroaram in an 
execution state. 
2) Move the data to the process; data mlaration 
3) Sone combination of these two methods ; split 
processing 
Mlaration can be either a dynamic process or a 
reasonably static one. The dynamic case would include 
situations wnere movement can occur at the time a remote 
access request is made by either an application proqram or 
user. The static case fould Include situations where data 
and/or orograms are moved at a time before they are needed 
in preparation for an expected  request.   These  are  the 
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proactive approach and the reactive approach respectively. 
4.3.1.1  Projrvii '-Uqration 
There Is a possibility that in a nnns system a 
program -nay require data stored at another location. A 
solution to this situation -nay he to move a oroqram to the 
site where the data required is stored. This would b* a 
oractlcjl resolution particularly in a case where the 
program size is small compared to the data required. The 
actual novetient of the program could he user initiated or 
soft*are initiated. 
Fl jure 4.5 is an example of such a situation. User 
A runs a program which requires data in location B. 
Program A is sent to location u to t>e executed and when 
completed, the output and program A will be returned from 
location B [fiooth fill . 
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Program Migration 
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The process becomes far more complicated If more 
tnan 2 nodes exist, in the system. If more than 7. nodes 
exist, either the user or application developer must know 
the exact location of data needed and how to reach it, or 
it 3 global directory system is 'ised, each information 
processor can know where all data base elements are. 
4.3.3.2  Data Migration 
If only a s-nall portion of a data base stored at 
another location is required, it wouM make sense to move 
the data to *here it is needed. This approach would be 
most aDpllcable to time sharing or transaction processing 
systems.  [ Booth PI ] 
As in the case of program migration, the movement 
can be either software controlled or application program 
controlled. The software controlled case makes the 
movements transparent to the user, whereas the 
applications proiram could maxe the movement totally 
vlsiole to the users. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates data movement controlled by 
sortrfare. The executing process requests data. The data 
requested is not found at  the  local  site.   The  qlobal 
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directory determines where the needed data are stored and 
Initiates a remote access request. If the data needed are 
not belny used by another application that denies access, 
the requested data can be retrieved and s^nt to the 
location ><here it is needed. This may sound easy, 
however, the software required to perform such a process 
is available only tor identical computers using Identical 
data base manaaenent systems fHooth 81]. 
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4.3.3.3 Split Processing 
There nrooably will exist a few complex situations 
*here there is a need to access data or programs stored at 
Ttore thin t*o locations. One exa.tiPle may be the situation 
in which a company requires a periodic report 
necessitatlna consolidated input from all partitions in a 
PDBS.  This type of situation is not easily handled. 
n.Tf 01 unitely, there is no specific solution to such 
a problen other than usinu a combination of both data 
niaratlon and program migration. Again, the objective is 
to nlnimlze transfer of data and/or nrograms. 
4.3.1  Proiran/Pata Structure Graph 
In section 4.3.3 the need to examine application 
programs «<as discussed. One application can require 
Interaction with multiple data structures as well as need 
interaction *itn other application programs located at 
different nodes in the system. 
In order to examine the effect of application 
distribution, Martin suggested the division of application 
programs into four classes. 
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1) Class 0 --->  a class o orodram has both the 
aDplication It serves and all the data it 
retulres In Its own location. 
2) Class 1 --->  a class 1 orciram Is located in 
a location diferent fro.T. the apcllcation it 
serves hut has all the required data at 
its o*n location. This is the conventional 
te leDrocessinu cise. 
\)   Class 2 --->  a class 2 proaran. has the sane 
location as the application It serves, how- 
ever, sone or all of the reouirod data are 
in a remote location. 
1) Class 3 --->  a class 3 nrooram would be the 
rare case of havlnn programs which are distant 
fron both the application and some of the data 
they use. ( Martin »1 ) 
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These classes are summarized In Figure -i.l. 
Application node     ona Structure 
Class 0 sme location 
-lass 1 different location 
Class 2 same location 
Class 3 different location 
same location 
same location 
some or all 
are in a different 
location 
Figure 4.7 
Summary of Program Classes 
Class 0 proyrams are the frost desirable to have. 
Class 3 programs should be avoided. Programs not of class 
0 must oe   resolved by using of one of the following: 
1) Pro7ram Miqration 
2) Data Migration 
3) Split Processing 
4) Replication of Data Structure 
5) Replication of Application Programs 
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network, charts can be develooed to ilustrate what 
application programs require what data. Thev enable the 
designer to Illustrate what classes particular application 
programs are. Fiqure 4.H illustrates such a Network 
chart. This Fiqure is based on Fiaure 4.4, the looical 
data structure network diagram [Martin 81). 
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From Figure 4.R, a designer can count the number of 
application proirams in each class. For example, 
application 11 and is would he classified as Class I 
because they are distant from the application group thev 
serve but all data are in the s*me location. Applications 
<\ and 5 vould be classified class 2. lumbers 70 and 21 
would be class 3. Kloure 4.8 Is meant to he used by the 
designer to minimized the occurrences of class 2 and 1 
programs. 
The desijner must look closely at the costs of 
renllcatlm data, partitlonlna, transmission costs and 
traffic when attempting to deslin an efficient and 
effective system model. Many variations may have to be 
attempted before a suitable configuration is found. 
4.4  Summary 
This chapter has presented and discussed a number of 
techniques -»hich can he utilized in pursuing a 0 1 strlbuted 
Data base deslqn. Two approaches were discussed. A 
qualitative approach looked at the nature of the system 
Darts which are used to help determine which applications 
might be good candidates for distribution, 
decentralization,  or  centralization.    A   quantitative 
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approach nos discussed to illustrate further 
considerations of *hich a desianer must be aware. The 
quantitative aoproach is aimed at havlnq a designer looK 
?t the quantities of data and program transfers needed in 
a syste-n. The onlect should be to minimize transfers, yet 
still design a system which Is optimal to the onanizatlon 
it serves. 
Both techniques constitute only a beginning for 
deslinlm a distributed data base system. The complexity 
of a DDBS system and the recency of its develoDtnent 
ensures any designer challenaes as well as many 
opportunities to tie innovative. There are no rules, as 
such, that csn applied to all possible design situations 
other than Keep It simple. 
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S.o   Introduction 
Tn tne preceedlnq chapters, several malor facets of 
-leslinim a Distributed Data '(nse Systen were addressed. 
The objective of this research effort was to accomplish 
the follorfin-j: 
1) nefirie precisely what a Distributed 
Data base is In terms its component 
parts. 
2) Define what alternative structures a 
Distributed Data Hase System can taKe. 
3) Describe the relevance of deslqn 
Tietno lolooles used to generate centralized 
Data Hase Manaqement Systems to deslqninq 
a Distributed Data Hase Management System. 
4) Describe a qeneral method vhlch can be 
used to Dpqin desianlna a Distributed Data 
Rase System. 
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Tn this cnapter the slunificance of this work Is 
sulfur I ze1. Further, spver^l rivenues of future research 
ire Identified 
S.1 siTni fIcance 
Current literature on 01 s tr touted rMta Hases 
reflects the immaturity of this technology in that there 
is no slnjle pun IJcatJon, to this authors knowledge, that 
deals «flth the subject coherently and in deoth. Most 
studies available on the tonic of nnus dosiqn and 
technology are limited in scope. Tnese studies are aimed 
at examinin; various aspects of tne topic, however, fail 
to provide a comprehensive overview of what alternatives 
are available in nnf'G's , how these alternatives ar** 
related to each other, and ho* any of the alternatives 
available are attainable. 
The sUDject matter covered in Chanters one throuqh 
four provides a useful starting point for svstem designers 
Interested in achieving the heniflts associated with a 
Distributed Data Base System. As distributed orocesslna 
systems e^ierje from their infancy, more detailed and 
standardized  methods  *ill  be  developed  to design such 
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systems. 
5.2 Future Research 
The completion of the research renorted here has 
3iver» Insight into several related arc-is '*hlch mlaht be 
fruitfully Invest i.-Mted. 
5.2.1 Data Communication Networks 
The data communication networks upon which DDOS's 
are baserl rjlve rise to many technological aii'l deslon 
issues. Issues of particular concern In the area of nnps 
are the architecture and interconnection schemes of a 
network, and the value of mathmatlcal modelling and 
simulation in the desldn of npns network models. 
5.2.2 File Allocation 
The questions of how files and processes should be 
allocated to the nodes in a network and where certain 
critical  control  functions  should  be   performed   are 
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extrenely important. Several attempts h-ivp heen made f.o 
derive a mathnat leal model that could be used In 
allocation of resources in a network, however, none to 
dat» nave been able to account for the dreat number of 
v-iriatlons oossible In a nrms environment. 
5.2.3 nata Rase Integrity 
[n Distributed Data Rase Systems, serious problems 
are associated with maintalnlna data base tnteirlty when 
the same data are stored at different sites. To date, no 
■nethod has been sucessful in addressim this problem. 
Associated ^/lth Integrity Is the problem of, 
reliability. A systems reliability relates to Its ability 
to serve its users In spite of conpon**nt failures. The 
proolem is ho* to restore a failed node In a DDBS so that 
It is consistent with the rest of the system. 
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5.2.4 Summary 
The irpis of possible future rrsp^rch ire only a 
friction of the -ire^s that need attention In Distributed 
:)ata Base Systems. Those noted are significant to this 
author. Practical solutions would enable system designers 
to Jesisn nore oracrmatic Distributed Data Hase Systems. 
5.3 Concl iidln j KemarVrs 
The construction of a Distributed Data Base is a 
difficult tasK. In this thesis, oaslc deslqn Issues have 
been addressed. Throu'jh the illustrations and text, a 
system designer has been provided «ifh a means to evaluate 
Whether a Dons is a viable alternative" to serve user's 
Information processing needs. Further, the desian process 
could be started. Naturally, much further Information is 
required to complete the design ilven specific 
organisational circumstances. l'any challenges remain as 
distributed systems continue to evolve. 
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